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GPS PROTECTORS
NAVIGATION SCREEN PROTECTORS

The Pre-cut navigation screen protectors 
provide excellent protection from 
scratches. The anti-glare layer reduces 
unwanted reflections, increasing contrast, 
clarity, and viewing comfort even with 
the use of polarized lenses. This film is 
thick enough to protect the screen, yet 
thin enough to have no effect on touch 
screen sensitivity. Light tack adhesion 
provides for residue-free removal. 

Does not require special cleaners. Available for: ADR, Anywhere Map, 
Avidyne, Apollo, Chelton, Eclipse Avio, Garmin, King, Vista Nav, and more.
Features:
• Removable - Removes easily with no residue
• Easy to clean - Fingerprints wipe away easily
• Durable - Helps protect screen from scratches
• Anti-Reflective - Helps reduce glare

Description Part No. Price 
Flight Bag NAV 11-07140 $21.25

Aspen EFD PRO 11-07143 $16.95
1pc FlightMax 500 11-07147 $14.50
1pc Chelton IDU 11-07148 $16.95

1 pc AV8OR 11-08214 $14.85
Garmin 480 11-07158 $13.95

Garmin G600/G500 11-07161 $32.85
Garmin 796/795 11-10723 $19.85
Garmin GTN 650 11-10855 $14.95

Garmin 696 11-09441 $18.75
Garmin aera 11-08217 $14.95

GMX-20 11-07163 $16.50
GMX-200 11-07164 $18.95

196,296,396,496 11-07165 $13.95
KMD 250 11-07166 $13.75

King KMD550 11-07167 $14.95
CIS-1000 11-07168 $22.25

AV8OR Ace 11-08216 $18.75

EZCLEAR AND NAVISHIELD
GPS PROTECTOR KITS

The pre-cut Navishield screen protectors provide excellent protection 
from scratches. The anti-glare layer reduces unwanted reflections, 
increasing contrast, clarity, and viewing comfort even with the use of 
polarized lenses. This film is thick enough to protect the screen, yet thin 
enough to have no effect on touch screen sensitivity. Light tack adhesion 
provides for residue-free removal.
These EZCLEAR products meet Garmin G1000 Pilot Guide specs for 
cleaning and is safe to use on glass panels. EZCLEAR Instrument 
Cleaning provides a safe, effective way to remove fingerprints and dust 
from glass panels, instruments and more. Click here to see EZCLEAR 
featured in the February 2011 edition of AOPA Pilot. The kit contains 
three EZCLEAR Cleaning Packs and one Polishing Cloth.
GPS Protection Kit for Garmin aeras...........P/N 11-09429 ...........$41.00

EZCLEAR INSTRUMENT CLEANING KIT
This product meets Garmin G1000 
Pilot Guide specs for cleaning and is 
safe to use on glass panels. EZCLEAR 
Instrument Cleaning provides a safe, 
effective way to remove fingerprints 
and dust from glass panels, instru-
ments and more. The kit contains 
three EZCLEAR Cleaning Packs 
and one Polishing Cloth; these items 
have been specifically paired together 
to ensure safe and effective screen 

cleaning. Per the instructions, the user wipes the surface with the 
Cleaning Pack and then dries the area with the Polishing Cloth. The 
Cleaning Packs are ammonia free, aviation-grade and will not remove 
or damage any anti-reflective coating. The Polishing Cloth is washable. 
This kit will last between 3-4 months depending upon frequency of use.  
 P/N 09-02394 ...........$26.50

We have added an in-house harness assembly shop providing avionics 
wire harnesses for the experimental market ranging from single avionics 
units to custom coax cable assemblies to complete panel wiring systems. 
Our harnesses are all professionally assembled and neatly labeled allowing 
for easy installation by the customer. Although many of the harnesses are 
standard and stocked on the shelves for same day shipping, we also offer 
our customers custom-made harnesses to specific lengths for each wire 
you will need during installation. When you start working on your avionics 
panel, rely on our shop’s expertise and support for all your harness needs. 
Contact our Avionics department at 800-826-3160 or visit our website for 
any questions or requests for quote on our growing list of of avionics units 
we can provide the harness solutions for.

AVIONICS WIRE HARNESS SHOP

Description Part No. Price 
Power Data Cable 11-07056 $26.95
Carrying Case 11-07049 $49.95
Battery Pack 11-07051 $178.95
Yoke Mount 11-07057 $74.95
US AC Adapter 11-07052 $49.95
Intl. AC Adapter 11-07053 $49.95
12/24V Cig. Plug 11-07054 $28.95
GXM 40 Flange Mount 11-07059 $3.95
MCX to BNC Antenna Cable 11-90210 $25.85
696 Audio Jack 11-07783 $13.95
Airgizmo 695/696 Panel Dock 11-09439 $179.95
Glare wizard for 695-696 11-08027 $36.75

GPSMAP 696 & 695 ACCESSORIES
Description Part No. Price

Garmin Power Data Cable 11-02694 $28.95
Garmin Battery Pack 11-04856 $59.95
City Navigator Europe 11-01192 $149.95
GA 26C Remote GPS antenna 11-00051 $78.95
GA 56 Low Profile External Antenna Stud Mount 11-18756 $387.00
GA 56 Low Profile External Antenna Flange Mount 11-18225 $340.00
GMX 30 Flange Mount with screws 11-06267 $7.25
Cigarette Adapter 11-02696 $24.95
USB Cable 11-02692 $12.95
Carrying Case 11-18863 $24.75
Naishield Garmin 495/496 Screen Protector 11-07165 $13.95
Make it Glare Wizard Glareshield for 495/496 11-07939 $25.50

GPSMAP 296, 396, 495, & 496 ACCESSORIES
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